Smarter working vehicles with telematics technology

Do you know which of your vehicles is the closest to your most important customer? We do. Element Fleet Management’s Telematics solution provides you with quick access to identify where each vehicle in your fleet is at any given time. It also helps reduce your total emissions, fuel costs, operating costs and more while improving driver accountability, safety and service response times.

Our end-to-end approach offers proactive consulting to identify meaningful and actionable intelligence to dramatically enhance vehicle and driver performance. Telematics experts provide reporting and support that includes handling logistics and the performance management process.

The combination of advanced telematics hardware with knowledgeable consulting, robust reporting and in-house support capabilities will take the performance of your fleet to a whole new level.

For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit elementfleet.com
End-to-end telematics solution
Element is uniquely positioned to deliver the most comprehensive telematics program

• Our partnerships with industry leaders ensure you have the right provider based on your fleet’s needs
• Proactive consulting identifies meaningful and actionable intelligence, enhancing vehicle and driver performance
• Access to identify the location of each of your vehicles
• Dedicated resources focused on program execution and management
• Custom analytics and reporting solutions
• Fleet data (i.e., driver, vehicle) consolidated into the telematics web portal

Element advantage
Realize these additional benefits:
• Increase customer face time
• Verify vehicle stops and site visits
• Improve field efficiency
• Expand vehicle and equipment utilization
• Increase driver safety and minimize accidents costs
• Lower overall maintenance costs
• Reduce unnecessary fuel consumption
• Identify underutilized vehicles
• Reduce costly idle time
• Improve operational efficiencies
• Reduce your carbon footprint

Program options

Monitor
Access to locational, driver and vehicle behavioral information

Optimize
 Territory, route, daily scheduling planning based on your needs and your customer’s requirements

Insight
Customized reporting and analytics based on your unique needs